Football Star Creates its Bounty Fan Club
In 1Q 2019 TokenStars actively worked in attraction new players to the platform. Same
time we were looking for an opportunity to cooperate more closely with football
professionals. Attracting new players to the platform allowed launching a Bounty Fan
Club Module for interaction between stars and their fans.
✓ The first task in Bounty Fan Club was provided by the champion of Finland Joao Klauss.
✓ 10 fans participated in 7 days.
✓ This contest received media coverage in Klauss’ Instagram.
✓ The reward was 20000 TEAM tokens.

Idea and approach
The Bounty Fan Club module is one of the key elements of the TokenStars platform,
furnishing talents and celebrities with a tool to develop their audiences in an efficient
and structured manner. Stars will assign tasks (e.g., creating content, promoting social
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media accounts) to their fans, who may volunteer to become ‘Promoters’ and help their
favorite star to succeed. This way, players can use Bounty Fan Club to increase their fan
base as well as their involvement, and fans are able to earn tokens by promoting their
favorite athletes. For TokenStars it’s an opportunity to attract new users to the platform.

Klauss’ fan club on TokenStars platform
Together with João Klauss who joined TokenStars in March, we created a special contest
for both FC LASK fans and TokenStars users. Joao’s LASK is on the second place in the
Austrian Bundesliga and is going to play against their main opponent and the leader of
the league - Red Bull Salzburg. To generate some heat for the fans we asked participants
to create a match-preview poster. The poster had to include a photo of Klauss and
TokenStars logo on it and the reward for the best picture was 20,000 TEAM tokens.
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Even though the contest was not easy at all and it takes to have special skills to create a
good poster we received many nice pictures from contestants. Both TokenStars team
and Klauss were really satisfied with the results.
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Pictures sent by participants were varied and Klauss liked most of them but after long
consideration, he decided to pick the one with LASK fans on the background as he is
sure that supporters are the main part of football.
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Klauss posted this picture in his Instagram before the game and the author of the poster
received 20,000 TEAMs reward (approximately $100). The functionality of Bounty Fan
Club and other modules will be used by sports stars and signed players for new fan
activities, allowing to increase the audience and its involvement.
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